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FEATURE ARTICLE

Essentials for Tech Enabled
Homes: Unlimited Freedom
and Ultimate Choice 
By Jason Marcheck ■ Confluence Research Group

I've been watching residential real
estate development trends over the
past several years, and I've found

that one of the biggest arrows in the
quivers of the developers who are doing
battle to attract residents is the Master
Planned Community (MPC).  Evi-
dence in the pages of this magazine
suggest that beyond swimming pools,
weight rooms, and paved jogging trails,
increasingly developers are keen on
using broadband technology to differ-
entiate their apartments, homes, and
condominiums.  With high-speed In-
ternet offerings becoming more ubiq-
uitous—most leading broadband ser-
vice providers boast service availability
to over 60% of their respective service
areas, with stated goals by year end
2003 being roughly 80%—it is clear
that in order for developers to truly set
their communities apart, simply ensur-
ing the availability of cable modem or
DSL services will not be enough.

With access to broadband Internet
services practically a given for any high-
tech community, the key question fac-
ing developers and rental property
managers is, "What other options are
available for differentiating my com-
munity?"

Structured wiring is one concept
that developers are looking at very
closely.  Wiring a home with fiber, or
high capacity copper, and providing
multiple broadband outlets in strategic
locations throughout the home, holds
quite a bit of promise.  This is especial-
ly true if one buys into the idea that in
the not-to-distant future many appli-
ances (meaning refrigerators, stoves,
and washing machines, in addition to
computers and personal video
recorders) will be broadband enabled.
Right now a major drawback to the no-

tion of the "smart home" is that most
existing homes do not have the wiring
to support such appliances, and retro-
fitting these buildings can be very cost
prohibitive.  If more of the new homes
and apartments being built are done so
with structured wiring already in place,
it could help create momentum for this
new generation of Maytags, and serve
as a powerful incentive for those in the
market for new housing.

However, in my opinion, of more
immediate consequence than sophisti-
cated wiring, is the ability to offer po-
tential residents never-before-seen lev-
els of freedom and choice related to
their telecommunications needs.  By
riding broadband’s wave of popularity,
I see two tech-driven amenities that
could offer an immediate added value
when differentiating properties.  The
first involves use of wireless fidelity
(Wi-Fi) technology, and the other is

ensuring the availability of digital cable
with Video on Demand (VOD) ser-
vices.

Wi-Fi
There is little doubt that Wi-Fi has

become one of the most buzz worthy
topics in the industry over the past 12
months.  The most common applica-
tion of Wi-Fi discussed today is that of
placing hot spots at various locations,
such as airports, coffee shops, etc., that

allow users to benefit from a portable,
wireless broadband Internet connec-
tion.  While this sounds great, Wi-Fi is
much more than broadband with your
latte.  Used in the residential setting,
this technology can wirelessly link mul-
tiple computers to an in-home LAN,
or at the very least, the same broadband
connection.  Consider that by 2007,
The Confluence Research Group pre-
dicts that there will be almost 52 mil-
lion residential broadband subscribers
in the U.S.  This represents about 51%
of the Internet households in the coun-
try.  Furthermore, as multiple comput-
ers replace THE family computer, an
easy and portable home networking
scheme will take on added importance
over the next several years.  As this hap-
pens, the freedom that a Wi-Fi enabled
community can offer its residents will
also become a valued amenity.

To be unbiased, as with any new

technology, there is still a veil (or
shroud, depending on your view) of
mystery surrounding Wi-Fi.  Ominous
warnings about security issues, and un-
realistic market expectations are almost
as prevalent as is the information ex-
tolling Wi-Fi’s virtues.  There are clear-
ly drawbacks to this technology.  How-
ever, the fact that some of the nation’s
largest broadband service providers
have jumped on board—Verizon is al-
ready activating hot-spots in New York

"…in my opinion, of more immediate conse-
quence than sophisticated wiring, is the ability to
offer potential residents never-before-seen levels
of freedom and choice related to their telecom-
munications needs."
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City, and offering free service to Veri-
zonOnline Customers—

provides real evidence that Wi-Fi
might have a bright future.  With re-
spect to home networking (and the
true boon for developers), the only
proper way to evaluate Wi-Fi is
through study and observation. Real
estate developers who take the initia-
tive to educate themselves about Wi-
Fi, and are at the forefront of using this
technology to their advantage, will gain
a huge edge over developers who be-
come caught behind the curve.

Digital Cable with VOD
This may be a no-brainer, like mak-

ing sure your resident’s have access to
broadband, but upon closer inspection,
I suspect that while digital cable is now
being made widely available, VOD is
still a somewhat rare commodity.
Now, call me lazy, but as fun as the
DVD extras are, sometimes you just
want the movie to start without having
to leave the couch.  Nevertheless, even

my fondness for instant gratification
could not peak my interest in pay-per-
view services.  Paying video store prices
for a movie that I cannot rewind, pause
or stop always seemed like an injustice
to me. So, imagine my delight when I
opened the cable bill about six months
ago and saw the insert announcing that
VOD had arrived to my neck of the
woods.  

Speaking from personal experience,
and from paying attention to earnings
calls, and the cable industry trade press,
I am confident in saying that adding
VOD to a digital cable offering makes
a consumer’s home entertainment ex-
perience abundantly more satisfying.
With Digital Cable, the customer gets
1) more channels, 2) better audio, and
3) better picture quality.  With VOD,
the customer gets an arsenal of
choice—and viewing flexibility—that
only multiple trips (per week) to the
video store can offer.  When seeking to
differentiate your community based on
technology, the availability of digital

cable and VOD is clearly a marketable
service.

Admittedly, getting the cable com-
pany to come over and roll out VOD
to your community just because it will
help attract residents can be a chal-
lenge.  That does not mean that there
are not steps to be taken to motivate,
or bypass altogether, the local MSO.
Several companies offer equipment
packages that are designed to facilitate
the offering of VOD services.  One of
the most complete offerings for the
MTU environment that I have come
across is by Advanced Fiber Commu-
nications (AFC).  So, while others do
exist, and this is not a product endorse-
ment by The Confluence Research
Group, or Broadband Properties Mag-
azine, I want to provide a short profile
as an example of what is needed to fa-
cilitate VOD services.

VOD Equipment Profile: AFC
AFC offers a suite of products and

services, grouped under the heading
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OmniMAX, that are geared at helping
companies offer video services over
ADSL-enabled lines.  The key compo-
nents of OmniMAX are:
• Telliant 5000: Multi-service edge

switching platform
• AccessMAX: Video transport termi-

nal 
• TransMAX: Optical Add-Drop Mul-

tiplexer (OADM)
• PremMAX: Integrated Access Device

(IAD)
• ATLAS: Professional services pro-

gram

The company’s offering comes in
two sizes, one aimed at deploying in an
MTU environment, and the other de-
signed to serve a larger area.  The pri-
mary difference in the two packages is
related to the AccessMAX equipment.
System 8, the MTU-centric offering,
comes with an AccessMAX capable of
supporting transmission capacities up
to OC-3 between nodes and 2.3 Mbps
to each IAD—or end user.  System 9,
offers transmission capacities of up to
OC-12 between nodes and 8 Mbps of
downstream bandwidth to each IAD.
In addition to selling the equipment,
the company also features a system
support program called ATLAS.  The
services in this offering include net-
work planning and equipment integra-
tion consulting as well as project man-
agement and equipment installation
supervision.

Conclusion
As MPCs continue to pop up all

over the country, and the competition

to attract residents becomes more
fierce, technology can certainly be used
as a powerful differentiator.  However,
the trick to using technology as a draw-
ing card is always in picking the right
ones.  Therefore, when evaluating
strategies aimed at deciding which bells
and whistles to offer, the soundest bet
is to go with what consumers will be
demanding in the near term, and in
volume.  For my money, digital cable
with VOD and Wi-Fi have those bases
covered. ■
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